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Attached is a letter from attorney Anthony Chicotel on behalf of California
Advocates for Nursing Home Reform (“CANHR”). Mr. Chicotel “believe[s]
comparing California conservatorship standards with neighboring states is a
good strategy for investigating the propriety of the UAGPPJA.”
He is concerned, however, “that similar statutory standards and
conservatorship/guardianship processes can nonetheless lead to very different
outcomes in practice.” To address this concern, he urges the Commission to seek
statistical data regarding such cases in neighboring states:
Can the Commission seek and review statistical data from the
neighboring states? For example, what percentage of guardianship
petitions are granted? How many proposed wards actually have an
attorney? How many appear at their hearings? Statistics could help
identify whether the other states’ standards truly are similar to
California’s.
In making this request, Mr. Chicotel explains that CANHR is in the process of
compiling such data from a sample of 250 California conservatorship cases. That
California data could serve as a basis for comparison with any similar data the
Commission is able to obtain from other states. CANHR will provide its data to
the Commission when CANHR completes its report, which is expected to be
before the Commission’s October meeting.
It would be helpful to receive input on where to find statistical data on
how other states handle cases relating to allegedly incapacitated adults, or on
whether it is possible to find such data. The staff suspects that such data may be
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difficult or perhaps impossible to obtain, but we nonetheless believe it is worth
checking what is available.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Gaal
Chief Deputy Counsel
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